Abstract In this paper we apply two statistical models to the measurement of polarization to Israeli income data over the past decade in order to empirically detect income classes as sub-populations of incomes concentrated around an optimal number of poles. The statistical models compared are a multi-resolution analysis (MRA) and a log-normal approach (LNA). We find the MRA to be superior to the LNA, by providing a more efficient allocation of households into each of the classes, reducing the overlap between the classes around the cut-values for each class. We then study polarization by use of the MRA in a multinomial logit-analysis by including ethniccultural, individual, family and other characteristics. We use a multiplicative normalized polarization measure developed by Palacios and Garcia (2010) which consists of presenting the interaction of three components, consistent with the axioms spelled out by Esteban and Ray (1994): alienation and identification, the number of income classes and the size distribution of the groups. The strong cultural heterogeneity of Israeli society, the sharp shifts in social policy during the observation period and the generally high quality of yearly Israeli income data render this dataset particularly useful for analyzing polarization. We find polarization to be significantly affected by cultural classes, by social policy and by standard demographic and individual characteristics. A comparison of our results with those of Esteban and Ray and Zhang and Kanbur reveals some similarity with our normalized version of Zangh and Kanbur (2001). JEL H54, I21, I3, J1, O15, O53
INTRODUCTION Among 19
th century economists the question concerning the partition of the income distribution into income classes was a natural one to ask. In the last two decades the interest in such questions has reappeared, following the contributions of Wolfson (1992, 2009 ), Wolfson (1994) and Esteban and Ray (1994) . Societies are believed to consist typically of three classes -the poor, the middle class and the rich.
However, empirically one may find that the classes vary in number and sizes. In the recent literature the determination of the number of classes itself has been an issue of interest, especially due to the importance of the middle class in securing social stability.
The possibility of the vanishing middle class 1 becomes thus not only a theoretical problem but also an interesting empirical question.
We focus on detecting empirically the number and sizes of income classes as subpopulations of incomes concentrated around an optimal number of poles by allocating micro data of the Israeli income survey for the years 1997 to 2008 to each of the detected groups. We proceed by calculating a three-pronged polarization index as suggested by Garcia (2008, 2010) . The index is based on the axiomatic approach of identification and alienation within and between the estimated income groups, their sizes and the number of groups, as laid out in Esteban and Ray (1994) .
We then identify the variables and characteristics affecting the allocation of households among the classes in a multinomial logit analysis. The Israeli economy is particularly interesting for the study of polarization, due to the cultural heterogeneity of its population, its exposure to various macroeconomic and other shocks, as well as due to its dynamic economic development. The economy experienced sharp economic fluctuations, from rapid growth to a severe recession, followed by a quick turnaround and a growth period of four and a half years, which was interrupted by the global crisis of 2008/9. During the 1990s there was a large influx of temporary migrant workers, allowed to work only in low-skilled occupations, thus putting downward pressure on wages for low-skilled workers with the effect of crowding them out of the labor market and causing many of them to become recipients of social benefits. During the recession of 2002/3, when the cyclical developments would normally cause an increase in the number of social benefit receivers, two consecutive governments carried out a harsh social policy reform, cutting deeply into the availability of social benefits (especially the size of child benefits and eligibility and size of benefits of unemployment and income support, including a temporary freeze on the indexation of social benefits). This development was accompanied by a small scale pilot project of pro-active labor market policy. 2 The largely export-led growth period thereafter was mainly concentrated in medium and hi-tech industries, thus benefiting mainly the high skilled labor force. As is well captured in the official poverty reports of the National Insurance institute these forces had a detrimental effect on poverty incidence and particularly on poverty severity. 3 The effect of these developments on polarization and social stability is part of the present analysis. We show that the values of the new measure proposed as well as those of Zhang and Kanbur (2001) are consistent with the micro-economic multinomial logit analysis of income class association.
Distinctly from polarization measures, such as Foster and Wolfson (1992 , 2009 ), Silber et al. (2007 , which use the Gini coefficient, the polarization indicator suggested here avoids social weighting by concentrating on positive rather than normative aspects of 2 According to an OECD report on the Israeli labor market and social policy, (2010) , Israeli budgets on active labor market policies (ALP) was only about 0.1% of GDP compared to an average corresponding figure for OECD countries for 2006 of 0.6%. 3 See official poverty reports at www.btl.gov.il.
polarization, such as the variance. Consequently, the alienation-identification component of the PG polarization index, rather than reflecting a welfare measure, should be understood as a mirror of class society, giving an equal relative weight to each class, notwithstanding the ranking of the income of its members. This approach views polarization as a neutral phenomenon, differentiating it from the concept of social weighting which is an important feature of social welfare functions such as the poverty indices of Sen, Foster, Greer and Thorbecke or the Gini-inequality index. To stress this conceptual difference, imagine a society in which poverty has been eradicated. The issue of polarization will still be relevant, focusing for example on the extremely rich and the resulting concentration of political power and threat to democracy. chose the years that best reflected the three periods: (1) before the restrictive policy of cuts in social benefits, (2) immediately after the policy and (3) after three consecutive years of economic growth. Conclusions are drawn in the last section.
STATISTICAL APPROACH
The aim of using a specific statistical model in a polarization exercise is to allocate each household in the sample to its appropriate income class, such that the emerging classes will be more homogeneous in the households' net incomes than in the overall distribution. The most frequently used statistical approach is to estimate a mixture of gamma, normal and log-normal distributions, referred to here as the traditional approach. Such an approach may be found in the work of Paap and van Dijk 1998 , Pittau and Zelli, 2006 , Flaichare and Nuñez, 2007 , Chotikapanich and Griffiths 2008 , Pittau et al. 2010 , among others. Maximum homogeneity is achieved by having a maximum of unique allocations of households into income groups. Unfortunately, in such exercises statistical models typically provide overlapping results, in which one household has a positive probability to be allocated to more than one group. As is well accepted in the literature (see for instance Esteban and Ray, 1994 and Zhang and Kanbur, 2001) , one of the most important characteristics of polarization is the alienation-identification property. Homogeneity-heterogeneity is the statistical interpretation of this property. One of our purposes in this paper is therefore to keep overlapping results to a minimum by choosing a statistical model that enables us to reduce overlapping results to a minimum, in order to provide subpopulations that are as homogeneous as possible and less disputable.
In this section we compare two estimations of unknown probability density functions of a given population. The first is a mixture of a log-normal distribution and the second is a mixture of densities based on multi-resolution analysis.
The empirical application of the two mixtures is carried out using Israeli income data for the year 2005 5 .
The estimated parameters and coefficients of the mixtures of log-normal distributions and of the MRA are given in figure 1 and tables 1.a and 1.b. Figure 1 shows that in this sample the MRA mixture produces less overlap for each of the subgroups than the log-normal mixture. This has an important economic interpretation, since as mentioned earlier one of the major purposes of a polarization exercise is to allocate each household to a unique income-subgroup. However, in the zones of overlap such uniqueness is impossible. 6 In such cases it is only possible to assign to these households probabilities of belonging to each of the groups. This is a result to be expected, since we show in sections 2.1 and 2.2 that the components of the MRA mixture are found by a process which optimizes homogeneity whereas the components of the log-normal mixture are a result of maximizing the likelihood function, without including any consideration about the homogeneity of the components.
As is easily seen from figure 1 the overlap of the log-normal mixture is particularly high in the third group of high incomes. As a matter of fact it is easy to see that in the LNA there is quite a large overlap between the poor and the rich, a result that is strongly counterintuitive and the overlap of the rich and the middle class in the LNA model is almost complete. In contrast there is no overlap at all between the poor and the rich in the MRA and the overlap between the rich and the middle class is confined to a relatively limited range of incomes. The considerable overlap between the poor and the middle class at the lower end of the middle class distribution may well reflect the phenomenon of blurred identification and alienation at the high end of the poor class and the lower tail of the middle class. These results have an important economic implication: at the overlapping tails people find it hard to identify with one or the other group and as for the top-income group (the "tycoons"), certain members of this group often have direct access to economic policy decision making, especially concerning those decisions that directly affect rich people's economic welfare. Since the number of households tends to decline strongly, the richer the households become, their group will typically be very small and hard to identify uniquely in a polarization exercise, while at the same time their economic importance increases. Therefore the homogeneity optimization, characteristic of the MRA procedure, has an inherent advantage, since the relative efficiency of identification by the MRA seems to increase with the reduction in the size of groups.
Focusing on this problem of overlapping by giving the share out of total observations in the various groups we can see from table 2 that the share of households allocated uniquely to the lowest class is about twice as big in MRA compared to the same group in LNA. The households uniquely allocated to the middle and high classes is smaller in the MRA. In LNA 73.7% of the households are uniquely allocated to anyone class whereas in the MRA the share is 92.6%. Accordingly the share of overlapping allocations is 26.3% in the LNA and only 7.4% in the MRA, thus resulting in an overlap that is 3.6 times higher in LNA than in MRA. 
The model
A mixture of Multi-resolution Analysis probability density functions, at the level of resolution j, is defined as follows
where S is a finite subset of integer numbers, 
that results from making
The mean and the variance of a MRA pdf are given by
The coefficients of the mixture of MRA pdf given by (1) are estimated by the maximum likelihood procedure for a given value of j using the EM algorithm (Hartley, 1958; Dempster et al., 1977; McLachlan and Krishman, 1997 ) and therefore they are consistent, asymptotically unbiased and asymptotically efficient. After estimating the population density for a given value of j we validate the model using the test of Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) . If the fitted model is rejected by the test of KS, this is due
is a regular grid of points over  equally spaced at distance .
to the insufficient flexibility of the model or because the level of resolution used is too low. Of all the resolution levels that provide valid estimations for population density,
we use the lowest 8 as explained in Palacios-Gonzalez and García-Fernández, 2012.
We refer to any mixture of MRA pdfs as a new MRA pdf. Furthermore it should be clear that any MRA pdf can be broken down in mixtures of MRA pdfs. The decomposition task can be made by multiple forms which allow us to obtain, from the infinite possible decompositions, an optimal decomposition according to the homogeneity of the groups around some selected modes. This is the principle on which is based the algorithm used to obtain the mixture whose components (or subpopulations) are more homogeneous.
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As in any other mixture of pdf, once the MRA pdf model is generated, we can calculate conditional probabilities that a household with a certain level of income comes from a component of the mixture. These probabilities allow us to classify each household into a specific income group. In particular, we cluster data by assigning each household to the level of income to which it has the highest conditional probability of belonging. 10 In the empirical section of the paper we use the classification into income groups provided by the posterior probabilities to estimate a Multinomial Logit model. In this way we can study the position of the households in the income distribution according to their socioeconomic characteristics.
Measurement of polarization
The notion of polarization was introduced by Wolfson (1994) and Esteban and Ray (1994) independently to explain distributional changes that are not explained by the 8 Note that the test of KS is used to validate the model and not for detecting sub-populations. 9 See the algorithm 1 in Palacios-Gonzalez and García-Fernández, 2012 for a detailed explanation of this process. 10 See McLachlan and Peel, 2000. standard measures of inequality. Following Esteban and Ray (1994) "polarization is viewed as the sum of antagonisms between individuals that belong to different groups.
Antagonism is the joint result of inter-group alienation, combined with the sense of identification with the own group". According to the previous concept of polarization, they pointed out the following basic features that the polarization of a distribution of individual attributes must present:
1. There must be a high degree of homogeneity within each group.
2. There must be a high degree of heterogeneity across groups.
3. There must be a small number of significantly sized groups. Groups of insignificant size (e.g. isolated individuals) carry little weight. and are the between groups variance, the intra-group variance and the total variance respectively. The variance intra group is given by ∑ that is the average of the within group variances weighted by the group sizes.
The expression
∑ ( )
is the between groups variance, that is the variance of the means of the groups.
The index indicates the number of groups and is the Euclidean distance between the distribution of the size of the groups and the distribution of maximum polarization, which is given by ∑ ( ) where ( ) for and
The index complies with the first and second basic features of Esteban and Ray. We assume that identification increases with the similarity of the income within the group.
An individual feels a sense of identification with the group to which he belongs when his income is closer to the average income of the group. In keeping with the second feature, we presume that alienation is positively linked to the distance among the mean incomes of the groups. Attending to the previous arguments we consider, that a global measure of identification should be inversely proportional to the intra-group variance ( ) and that a global measure of alienation felt by individuals belonging to the same group with respect to individuals belonging to the other groups should be proportional to the variance between groups ( ). The ratio of the inter-groups variance to the intragroup variance quantifies the contribution of identification-alienation to polarization.
This ratio has been normalized using the decomposition property of the variance obtaining The index is related to the third feature and is decreasing with the number of groups, in such a way that the higher the number of groups, the smaller is the contribution of this index to polarization. captures the effect of the clustering of population around the extremes of the income distribution, or equivalently the influence of a diminishing middle class on polarization. Movements of individuals from the middle to the bottom and the top of the income distribution will thus involve a diminution of the middle class and an increase in and hence in polarization.
The measure described above assumes that the population is bunched into income groups. In this paper, the number of groups and their sizes are obtained using the estimated coefficients of the MRA model and the algorithm described in section 2.1.
For the data used, the estimated number of groups is equal to three (excepting the year 1997 in which there are four groups). For this reason, we compare the proposed measure with the measures of Esteban and Ray (1994) and Zhang and Kanbur (2001) which can be computed for any number of poles and are also obtained following an alienation and identification framework.
The measure of Esteban, and Ray (1994, henceforth ER) is given by the expression to be consistent with the set of axioms proposed by Esteban and Ray (1994) . Zhang and Kanbur (2001, henceforth ZK) provided an alternative approach to polarization based on the idea that polarization is generated by two tendencies: for exogenously given groups, as income differences within the group decrease, that is as the groups are more homogeneous internally, differences across groups are, magnified and polarization is higher. In a similar way, for given within group differences, the further apart are the means of the groups the higher is polarization. These authors quantified these tendencies by the ratio of the between groups inequality to the within group inequality, that is For the Theil index the above expression can be written as follows
k is the number of groups; is the total population; is the population of the j th group; is the total sample mean; is the mean of the j th group and is the j th income.
Our polarization measure has the following advantages with respect to those provided by of ER and ZK. In contrast to ER and ZK, the PG is a normalized measure, taking The introduction of the index in the PG measure compensates the effect that the increasing of the number of groups has on the intra-group variance and hence on polarization, thus correcting this drawback of the ZK measure.
Furthermore it is easy to see, that the Zhang and Kanbur measure tends to infinity when the within-group inequality tends to zero. However, this drawback of the index can be corrected by normalizing their measure, using the decomposition property of the Theil index 13 , as follows where .
Observe that such a normalized Zhang and Kanbur measure resembles the alienationidentification index ( ) in PG. The main modification introduced by , concerns the way in which we compute identification and alienation. According to the concept of polarization, if there is a high degree of homogeneity within each group and a high degree of heterogeneity across groups, society is polarized. In other words polarization focuses on dispersion and for this reason we prefer the use of the intra-group and the inter-groups variance to that of the intra-group and inter-group inequality to quantify the contribution of identification and alienation to polarization. 14 Indeed, from a statistical point of view, the intra-group variance and the inter-groups variance are the most appropriate approaches to evaluate the homogeneity within a group and the heterogeneity across groups respectively, when the representative magnitude of each group is the mean of the variable of interest, in our case the mean income (see among others Fisher, 1958) . Moreover the concept of polarization, on the contrary to the inequality indices, is not linked directly to welfare. For this reason we think that positive measures, such as the variance, are more appropriate for the computation of alienation and identification and consequently for polarization.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Israel's society is highly heterogeneous both culturally and also with respect to the standards of living of the various population groups. Heterogeneity is driven mainly by 14 As mentioned above, the negative effects of polarization may occur both at the bottom and the top of the distribution. Therefore the higher ranking of lower incomes, as for example in the Gini measure, may diminish the indicator's measurement of the damage caused by the concentration of excessive economic power at top incomes. aimed at raising labor market participation of income support receivers and at reducing the budget deficit through a reduction in social expenditure, which in the past was characterized by a higher degree of solidarity. 19 The worldwide economic crisis of 2008/9 was not significantly felt in the Israeli economy until the last two months of the year of 2008, such that it is hardly reflected in our observation period. 20 The above mentioned intense economic history of Israel thus presents a unique opportunity for studying polarization during the period of 1997 to 2008. 16 The migrant workers which started to flow into Israel from 1993 onward in reaction to the gradual closure of the borders for Palestinian workers, due to cycles of political violence, are not to be confounded with Jewish immigrant workers who have been entering Israel for many decades and particularly since 1990. 17 The government has undertaken several attempts over recent years to regulate migrant workers' influx but until now without much success (see various Bank of Israel Annual Reports and Gottlieb, 2002 Table 3 : Basic data 23 21 The CBS began to top-code the highest incomes since 2006. At first we analysed the non-top-coded data in the present framework, but eventually concluded that the top-coding had no significant effect on the results derived from income surveys. 22 We use the official Israeli equivalence scale which is based on the traditional food-share scale of the Engel type: The values of the scale are 1.25, 2, 2.65, 3.2, 3.75, 4.25, 4.75, 5.2 for one, two, persons etc. respectively until it reaches 6 for 10 persons, continuing with an addition of 0.4 for each additional person. Israeli families are in general much larger than those found in Western countries. This is mainly due to Jewish and Muslim religiosity. Therefore the scale is not truncated for particularly large families. The numbers for the lower sized families are quite similar to those of the OECD scale, that prevailed before the OECD switched to using the square root of family size. 22 In order to be able to analyse polarization over time we had to exclude the Jerusalem-Arabs from our data set, since they had not been surveyed in the years 2000 and 2001.This was necessary to ascertain a consistent, though incomplete measurement of polarization for Israel. Their population has been growing rapidly from somewhat more than 10% to nearly 20% of Israel's Arab population. They mostly belong to the poorest class of the income distribution. Their omission may thus slightly bias the overall results for polarization. 23 The data are in real New Israeli Shekel (NIS in 2006 prices). Due to problems of collecting data on Jerusalem Arabs in the years 2000 and 2001 we excluded them from the sample throughout the observation period in order to analyse a consistent data set. Negative and zero incomes were excluded from the analysis. The data in table 3 are calculated from non-weighted household survey data. 
Description of the survey

Analysis and results
To model the equivalised net income distribution the MRA pdf given by (1) is used. The coefficients of the MRA model given by expression (1) are estimated by the maximum likelihood procedure using the EM algorithm (Hartley, 1958; Dempster et al., 1977; McLachlan and Krishman, 1997) . Different approximations to the theoretical distribution, are performed by increasing the resolution level m. Attending to the parsimony principle, the model with minimum m which is non-rejected by the test of Kolmogorov-Smirnov fits well to the pdf and will be used to apply the measure of polarization.
After estimating the MRA pdf, the number of groups and their location are obtained by applying the algorithm 1 described in Palacios-Gonzalez and García-Fernández (2012).
The results presented in Appendix figures A.1 to A.12 reveal that according to the algorithm the number of significant income groups shrank during the observation period -from 4 groups in the first year (1997) to 3 groups in the following years.
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Figure 2 displays the overall probability density function of net incomes and reveals that over the three years compared 25 -1998, 2005, 2008 -the shape of the overall distribution underwent important changes: while in 1998 there were two distinctive modes to the distribution, over time the second mode became more flattened. This flattening process was accompanied by an increase in dispersion as can be observed by an outward shift of the right hand side of the distribution, suggesting a movement within the middle class to its upper part. This reminds of a similar development for UK data, as reported in Jenkins (1995) , reflecting the 'shrinking middle class' phenomenon of the income distribution during the 1980s. while all three classes benefitted, the increase in the lower class was almost nil and in the middle class significantly smaller than in the upper class.
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The polarization indicator as defined in equation (2) 
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: While the size of the middle class increased (except during the period of harsh socio-econoic policy) during the years 1998 to 2006, this tendency was reversed towards the end of the period. The present analysis suggests that when the 28 An econometric test of this hypothesis exceeds the scope of the present paper and will be taken up in future research. 29 The possibility of a polarization model to accommodate endogenously for a change in the number of classes can be useful with the availability of qualitative data for longer observation periods.
identification/alienation factor and the size effect (reflected in and ) complement each other, then the chances of a shrinking middle class are enhanced.
We limit the comparison of our polarization measure with other measures to the tripolar case (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) . 
A Multinomial Logit Analysis
An interesting question to analyze is the effect on various variables on the probability of belonging to a specific income class. For that purpose we use a Multinomial Logit analysis of households' group membership, explaining it by three types of variables: (1) demographic variables, such as belonging to a specific cultural group, (2) characteristics of the household or its head, such as the head's age group, his number of school years, the number of children and the share of employed adults in the household; (3) a variable of socio-economic policy, measuring the degree of dependence on social benefits as the ratio of benefits out of the family's total income. In order to test the robustness of the coefficients over the economic cycle we repeated the same regression for three years -1998, 2004, 2008 . The results are reported in tables 4 and 5. The odds-ratios reported in The regressions show for example that being a young, relatively low educated Haredi (Jewish Ultra-orthodox) male is associated with a high odds ratio of being associated with the low income group. The chances of a Haredi as compared to those of a non- orthodox Jew to be in the lowest income group rather than in the middle class are 9 times higher for the former. The intuitively sensible results arising from this analysis support the consistency of the model's suggested allocation to income groups.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose an alternative measure of polarization to the main existing ones. On the one hand it fits easily into the framework suggested by the existing measures, since it explicitly includes an Identification-Alienation index as proposed by the axiomatic approach (Esteban and Ray, 1994) . We prefer the use of a purely statistical measure, built on the variance, rather than on measures satisfying axioms in the realm of welfare measures, such as for example the transfer axiom. Our preference is based on the view that polarization should be treated as a positive rather than normative measure, keeping it non-weighted (or non-ranked as distinct for example from the Gini measure, which constitutes part of some of the polarization measures suggested in the literature). In a political economic context this is related to the question whether it is important that the measure should capture small classes of the super-rich as it is to capture changes in the poorest class. Raising the weight of the poor in the index, such as by use of the ranking characteristic in the Gini-index might obscure the importance of the super-rich for polarization. For example democratic decision making by the super-rich may be jeopardized by the existence of super-rich families, which may influence politicians' 33 We found the social benefits policy to affect the Haredi population more strongly than the Arab population, possibly due to their higher dependence on social benefits due to the Haredi men's low labour force participation.
decisions through their financial support. This implies that the presence of the superrich may well exacerbate polarization, an effect that may get lost when the normative aspect of the measure is stressed (by attaching an ever lower weight, the richer the family).
Furthermore the present index, being bounded between 0 and 1, makes it a scale-free and thus suitable index for comparisons over time and space. (Jewish Ultra-orthodox) community sharply raises their probability of belonging to the low income group, as expected also from the poverty analysis for Israel. Being Arab yields a similar though less pronounced result. The Arabs' income performance has been improving, especially since their average family size has been decreasing lately.
As expected, risk is also negatively associated with age and exposure to welfare funds.
On the other hand, labor force participation and small family size (as a ratio) increase the chances of belonging to a higher income group. The results support the quality of the model's predictions of group membership. 
